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Talk outline

❖ Eddington and Cosmology
❖ Eddington and Gravitational Waves
❖ GW170817
❖ Gravitational wave sources as cosmological probes

❖ GW170817: first gravitational wave constraint on H0;
❖ statistical H0 measurements with ground-based detectors;
❖ prospects for improved cosmological measurements using future 

observations;
❖ sources of systematics in GW constraints on cosmology.



Cosmological models
❖ Standard cosmological model starts with homogeneous and isotropic 

line element

❖ and stress-energy tensor of perfect fluid

❖ Einstein’s equations then yield the (Friedmann) equations

❖ The expansion rate                 is called the Hubble parameter and its value 
today, the Hubble constant, is denoted H0.

Tµ⌫ = (⇢+ p)uµu⌫ + pgµ⌫

ds2 = c2d⌧2 = dt2 � a2(t)d⌃2, d⌃2 =
dr2
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Einstein Static Universe

❖ Setting p = 0 (dust), k = 1 (closed Universe) and the conditions

❖ gives                    and therefore represents a static Universe with size (and 
mass) determined by the Cosmological constant                   .

❖ This is the Einstein static Universe. Einstein favoured this model as it 
gives a Universe that is eternal and finite.

❖ Hubble’s observation of the recession velocity of spiral nebulae in 1929 
cast doubt on the static Universe model.
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a = 1/
p
⇤
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❖ In the 1930, Eddington published a paper “On the instability of Einstein’s 
spherical world”.

❖ In fact, Lemaitre (Eddington’s student) had analysed cosmological 
solutions in 1927 implying similar conclusions, but Eddington had not 
read the paper at the time!

Eddington and Cosmology
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668 Prof. A. S. Eddington, xc. 7, 

On the Instability of Einstein*s Spherical World. 
By A. S. Eddington, F.K.S. 

1. Working in conjunction with Mr. G. C. McVittie, I began some 
months ago to examine whether Einstein’s spherical universe is stable. 
Before our investigation was complete we learnt of a paper by Abbé G. 
Lemaître * which gives a remarkably complete solution of the various 
questions connected with the Einstein and de Sitter cosmogonies. 
Although not expressly stated, it is at once apparent from his formulae 
that the Einstein world is unstable—an important fact which, I think, 
has not hitherto been appreciated in cosmogonical discussions. Astro- 
nomers are deeply interested in these recondite problems owing to their 
connection with the behaviour of spiral nebulæ ; and I desire to review 
the situation from an astronomical standpoint, although my original 
hope of contributing some definitely new result has been forestalled 
by Lemaître’s brilliant solution. 

Finitude of space depends on a “ cosmical constant ” À, which occurs 
in Einstein’s gravitational equations G^ = Xg^ for empty space. On 
general philosophical grounds f there can be little doubt that this form 
of the equations is correct rather than his earlier form G^,, = o ; but A 
is so small as to be negligible in all but very large scale applications. 
Except in so far as a value may be suggested by astronomical survey of 
the extragalactie universe, A is unknown ; or it would be better to say 
that we do not know the lengths of the objects and standards of our 
ordinary scale of experience in terms of the natural cosmical unit of 
length i /VA. Besides involving A, the shape and size of space depend 
on the amount of matter contained in the universe and the way it is 
distributed. Naturally space will only be of a perfectly spherical form 
if the matter (which by Einstein’s equations controls the geometry) 
is uniformly distributed. We confine attention to spherical space, so 
that, strictly speaking, we should suppose the universe to be filled with 
matter of uniform density ; but, practically, we need only insist on 
large scale uniformity, i.e. we suppose that the universe is filled with 
galaxies which are fairly regularly distributed everywhere. 

If, further, it is postulated that this spherical universe is permanent 
and unchanging, there is but one unique solution, viz. Einstein’s 
universe. For equilibrium, space must have a particular radius and 
contain a particular amount of mass (determinate in terms of the 
cosmicabconstant A). 

Technically, de Sitter’s solution is also an equilibrium solution ; but 
it is now realised that this is only because, being an entirely empty 
world, there is nothing in it to show departure from equilibrium. 

2. Expanding Universes.—An infinite variety of solutions can be 
found representing spherical worlds which are not in equilibrium. 
Whilst remaining spherical they expand or contract, the radius (in 

* Annales de la Société Scientifique de Bruxelles, 47a, 49 (April 1927). 
f Nature of the Physical World, chap. vii. 
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universe expands the individual motions of the galaxies tend to decrease, 
not only relatively to the scale of the system, but absolutely. In fact 
the average random velocity changes proportionately to i/a. Thus, 
if the expansion during past history has been considerable, we may 
expect the spiral nebulæ to be nearly “ at rest,” so that the regular 
scattering apart will not be unduly masked by individual motions. 

4. Conservation of Mass.—It simplifies the tracing of the course of 
expansion of the universe if we may assume that the total mass of the 
universe remains constant. This is not rigorously true. We may 
consider either the proper mass or the relative mass {i.e. mass rela- 
tive to axes “at rest”). Unfortunately neither of these is strictly 
conserved :— 

(1) Apart from radiation the proper mass is conserved ; the relative 
mass diminishes owing to the decrease of kinetic energy of 
random motion mentioned in § 3. 

(2) In the conversion of matter into radiation relative mass is 
conserved ; the proper mass diminishes since radiation has 
no proper mass. 

Thus both masses may diminish a little in the course of time. However, 
these are rather insignificant complications. In what follows we shall 
generally take £> = o, so that proper mass and relative mass are the 
same, and both will be conserved to our order of approximation.* 

5. Instability of Einstein’s Universe.—Setting jp = om (4) we have 

dPa , % , 
3^ = a(A - 4777))- 

For equilibrium (Einstein’s solution) we must accordingly have 
p = A/477. If now there is a slight disturbance so that p < À/477, d2ajdt2 

is positive and the universe accordingly expands. The expansion will 
decrease the density ; the deficit thus becomes worse, and dHjdt2 

increases. Similarly if there is a slight excess of mass a contrac- 
tion occurs which continually increases. Evidently Einstein’s world is 
unstable. 

The initial small disturbance can happen without supernatural 
interference. If we start with a uniformly diffused nebula which (by 
ordinary gravitational instability) gradually condenses into galaxies, 
the actual mass may not alter but the equivalent mass to be used in 
applying the equations for a strictly uniform distribution must be 
slightly altered. It seems quite possible that this evolutionary process 
started off the expansion of the universe. Once started, it must 
continue to expand at an increasing rate. I have not, however, been 
able to decide theoretically whether the condensation ought to start 
an expansion rather than a contraction. 

Alternatively we might suppose that the initial equilibrium was 
upset by the conversion of matter into radiation. Such a conversion 
does not change p (since the mass of the radiation is equal to that of the 
matter converted), but it increases p. From equation (4) we see that 

* Questions connected with the pressure are treated very fully in a forthcoming 
paper by Professor de Sitter. 
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❖ Eddington did not like a solution 
that starts at a=0, as “The difficulty of 
applying this case is that it seems to 
require a sudden and peculiar 
beginning of things”.

❖ Given Hubble’s observations 
Eddington favoured a solution that 
was the static Universe 
asymptotically in the past, but now 
expanding.

❖ This model (the Eddington-
Lemaitre model) was still 
considered viable in the 1990s, but it 
is difficult to reconcile with the 
CMB and high redshift objects (e.g., 
galaxy GN-z11 at z = 11.09). 

Eddington and Cosmology

L-E	model

Lemaître-Eddington model (1927; 1930)

The universe (which has always existed) starts in an 
Einstein state and approaches a de Sitter state.

L-model



❖ While Eddington’s favoured model is now ruled out, his 1930 paper 
made a number of important contributions

- it popularised the notion that the Universe was expanding, and Eddington 
subsequently became a major advocate of this idea;

- it introduced an analogy for the expanding Universe: “It is as though they were 
embedded in the surface of a rubber balloon which is being steadily inflated.”

- it stressed the naturalness of the existence of a cosmological constant “on 
philosophical grounds”;

- it mentioned the (un-)importance of peculiar velocities: “If the expansion during 
past history has been considerable we may expect the spiral nebulae to be nearly “at rest” 
so that the regular scattering apart will not be unduly masked by individual motions”.

- it contained a derivation of the gravitational redshift formula

Eddington and Cosmology

a0
a

= 1 + z
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Eddington and Gravitational Waves
❖ In 1922 Eddington wrote a paper entitled “The Propagation of 

Gravitational Waves”.
❖ The phrase “the only speed of propagation relevant to them is the speed of 

thought” is often mis-quoted as evidence Eddington did not believe in 
the physicality of GWs.



❖ In fact, Eddington showed that transverse-transverse waves propagated 
at the speed-of-light in any coordinate system, while longitudinal-
transverse and longitudinal-longitudinal waves traveled at arbitrary 
velocity - “the speed of thought”.

❖ He argued that the LT and LL modes were therefore not physical - these 
are gauge artefacts.

❖ Eddington showed that there are just two physical wave degrees of 
freedom, that these propagate at the speed of light and that they carry 
energy.

Eddington and Gravitational Waves

Substituting from (3), these become (omitting the common factor £)

- (h n '' + h P )  + V2h n '- 2 Y h u ' '  + hu "  =  0 0 >

-A » "  +  V*A»" =  0 - V ( W ' +  A»") = 0
_ ^ 33" + y2^33" =  0 -W '+ V % 2 3 "  = 0  )>. (5)
— {Y2hn,' — TVhu' + h u ') —Y 2(h22' + h3z') =  0 - /c24" +  V/c12" = 0 

Y 2h\2" — Y h u ' -0 - W '  +  V^ia" =  0 J

These equations can be integrated, i.e., the double accents can be 
removed. There are no constants of integration, since the are periodic 
functions. The equations then reduce to the following seven conditions:— •

The Propagation of Gravitational Waves. 271

h22 + hzs =  0. (6a)

(1 — Y 2)(Ji22, hzz, h2z) =  0. (65)

hu = Y h \2 ; /c.34 =  3. (6c)

h u - 2 Y h u  + Y 2hn =  0. (6c?)

3. We can separate the coefficients of the disturbance into three groups, viz.:

Transverse-transverse h2S.

Longitudinal-transverse lix2, 4)

Longitudinal-longitudinal

It will be seen that the three groups represent disturbances which are 
propagated quite independently of one another; for example, the presence or 
absence of longitudinal-longitudinal waves makes no difference to the con 
ditions (6c) which have to be fulfilled by the coefficients of the longitudinal- 
transverse waves. I shall indicate the three classes of waves by the initials 
TT, LT, LL respectively.

For TT waves, h22, h23, /c33 cannot all vanish; hence by (65)

1 — V 2 =  0 .

Accordingly, TT waves are propagated with velocity unity, i.e., the velocity 
of light.

For LL and LT waves, h22, h22, ?c33 are zero, and there is no independent 
equation determining Y. The value of Y  found from (6c) and (6c?) depends on 
the coefficients of the disturbance, and has no tendency to approximate to 
the velocity of light.

With a view to discriminating between genuine disturbances of space- 
time and spurious waves introduced by using sinuous co-ordinate systems, we 
return to the consideration of the Kiemann-Christoffel tensor (3). In con 
sequence of the conditions (6c) and (6c?), the last five components given in
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Gravitational wave detectors
❖ A network of ground-based detectors is 

currently operating

❖ LIGO: two 4km interferometers in 
Hanford, WA and Livingston, LA. 
Advanced LIGO began taking data in 
September 2015. O3 observing run 
currently underway.

❖ Virgo: 3km interferometer at Cascina, 
near Pisa, Italy. Advanced Virgo 
began to collect data in late July 2017.

❖ Japanese detector, KAGRA, (2019) 
and third LIGO detector in India 
(2024), to come online soon.
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GW170817
❖ At 12:41:04 UTC on August 17th 2017, 

Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo 
made their first observation of a binary 
neutron star event.

❖ It was loud - network signal-to-noise 
ratio of 32.4 (loudest GW event to 
date).

❖ Estimated false alarm rate < 1 in 80,000 
years.

❖ A coincident GRB was observed by 
Fermi, 1.7s after the merger time 
inferred from the GWs.

∼100 s (calculated starting from 24 Hz) in the detectors’
sensitive band, the inspiral signal ended at 12∶41:04.4 UTC.
In addition, a γ-ray burst was observed 1.7 s after the
coalescence time [39–45]. The combination of data from
the LIGO and Virgo detectors allowed a precise sky
position localization to an area of 28 deg2. This measure-
ment enabled an electromagnetic follow-up campaign that
identified a counterpart near the galaxy NGC 4993, con-
sistent with the localization and distance inferred from
gravitational-wave data [46–50].
From the gravitational-wave signal, the best measured

combination of the masses is the chirp mass [51]
M ¼ 1.188þ0.004

−0.002M⊙. From the union of 90% credible
intervals obtained using different waveform models (see
Sec. IV for details), the total mass of the system is between
2.73 and 3.29 M⊙. The individual masses are in the broad
range of 0.86 to 2.26 M⊙, due to correlations between their
uncertainties. This suggests a BNS as the source of the
gravitational-wave signal, as the total masses of known
BNS systems are between 2.57 and 2.88 M⊙ with compo-
nents between 1.17 and ∼1.6 M⊙ [52]. Neutron stars in
general have precisely measured masses as large as 2.01#
0.04 M⊙ [53], whereas stellar-mass black holes found in
binaries in our galaxy have masses substantially greater
than the components of GW170817 [54–56].
Gravitational-wave observations alone are able to mea-

sure the masses of the two objects and set a lower limit on
their compactness, but the results presented here do not
exclude objects more compact than neutron stars such as
quark stars, black holes, or more exotic objects [57–61].
The detection of GRB 170817A and subsequent electro-
magnetic emission demonstrates the presence of matter.
Moreover, although a neutron star–black hole system is not
ruled out, the consistency of the mass estimates with the
dynamically measured masses of known neutron stars in
binaries, and their inconsistency with the masses of known
black holes in galactic binary systems, suggests the source
was composed of two neutron stars.

II. DATA

At the time of GW170817, the Advanced LIGO detec-
tors and the Advanced Virgo detector were in observing
mode. The maximum distances at which the LIGO-
Livingston and LIGO-Hanford detectors could detect a
BNS system (SNR ¼ 8), known as the detector horizon
[32,62,63], were 218 Mpc and 107 Mpc, while for Virgo
the horizon was 58 Mpc. The GEO600 detector [64] was
also operating at the time, but its sensitivity was insufficient
to contribute to the analysis of the inspiral. The configu-
ration of the detectors at the time of GW170817 is
summarized in [29].
A time-frequency representation [65] of the data from

all three detectors around the time of the signal is shown in
Fig 1. The signal is clearly visible in the LIGO-Hanford
and LIGO-Livingston data. The signal is not visible

in the Virgo data due to the lower BNS horizon and the
direction of the source with respect to the detector’s antenna
pattern.
Figure 1 illustrates the data as they were analyzed to

determine astrophysical source properties. After data col-
lection, several independently measured terrestrial contribu-
tions to the detector noise were subtracted from the LIGO
data usingWiener filtering [66], as described in [67–70]. This
subtraction removed calibration lines and 60 Hz ac power
mains harmonics from both LIGO data streams. The sensi-
tivity of the LIGO-Hanford detector was particularly
improved by the subtraction of laser pointing noise; several
broad peaks in the 150–800 Hz region were effectively
removed, increasing the BNS horizon of that detector
by 26%.

FIG. 1. Time-frequency representations [65] of data containing
the gravitational-wave event GW170817, observed by the LIGO-
Hanford (top), LIGO-Livingston (middle), and Virgo (bottom)
detectors. Times are shown relative to August 17, 2017 12∶41:04
UTC. The amplitude scale in each detector is normalized to that
detector’s noise amplitude spectral density. In the LIGO data,
independently observable noise sources and a glitch that occurred
in the LIGO-Livingston detector have been subtracted, as
described in the text. This noise mitigation is the same as that
used for the results presented in Sec. IV.
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EM Follow-up
❖ LIGO issued an alert (GCN) to EM partners. It was followed-up by 

multiple groups that night and an optical counterpart found.

In the mid-1960s, gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) were discovered
by the Vela satellites, and their cosmic origin was first established
by Klebesadel et al. (1973). GRBs are classified as long or short,
based on their duration and spectral hardness(Dezalay et al. 1992;
Kouveliotou et al. 1993). Uncovering the progenitors of GRBs
has been one of the key challenges in high-energy astrophysics
ever since(Lee & Ramirez-Ruiz 2007). It has long been
suggested that short GRBs might be related to neutron star
mergers (Goodman 1986; Paczynski 1986; Eichler et al. 1989;
Narayan et al. 1992).

In 2005, the field of short gamma-ray burst (sGRB) studies
experienced a breakthrough (for reviews see Nakar 2007; Berger
2014) with the identification of the first host galaxies of sGRBs
and multi-wavelength observation (from X-ray to optical and
radio) of their afterglows (Berger et al. 2005; Fox et al. 2005;
Gehrels et al. 2005; Hjorth et al. 2005b; Villasenor et al. 2005).
These observations provided strong hints that sGRBs might be
associated with mergers of neutron stars with other neutron stars
or with black holes. These hints included: (i) their association with
both elliptical and star-forming galaxies (Barthelmy et al. 2005;
Prochaska et al. 2006; Berger et al. 2007; Ofek et al. 2007; Troja
et al. 2008; D’Avanzo et al. 2009; Fong et al. 2013), due to a very
wide range of delay times, as predicted theoretically(Bagot et al.
1998; Fryer et al. 1999; Belczynski et al. 2002); (ii) a broad
distribution of spatial offsets from host-galaxy centers(Berger
2010; Fong & Berger 2013; Tunnicliffe et al. 2014), which was
predicted to arise from supernova kicks(Narayan et al. 1992;
Bloom et al. 1999); and (iii) the absence of associated
supernovae(Fox et al. 2005; Hjorth et al. 2005c, 2005a;
Soderberg et al. 2006; Kocevski et al. 2010; Berger et al.
2013a). Despite these strong hints, proof that sGRBs were
powered by neutron star mergers remained elusive, and interest
intensified in following up gravitational-wave detections electro-
magnetically(Metzger & Berger 2012; Nissanke et al. 2013).

Evidence of beaming in some sGRBs was initially found by
Soderberg et al. (2006) and Burrows et al. (2006) and confirmed

by subsequent sGRB discoveries (see the compilation and
analysis by Fong et al. 2015 and also Troja et al. 2016). Neutron
star binary mergers are also expected, however, to produce
isotropic electromagnetic signals, which include (i) early optical
and infrared emission, a so-called kilonova/macronova (hereafter
kilonova; Li & Paczyński 1998; Kulkarni 2005; Rosswog 2005;
Metzger et al. 2010; Roberts et al. 2011; Barnes & Kasen 2013;
Kasen et al. 2013; Tanaka & Hotokezaka 2013; Grossman et al.
2014; Barnes et al. 2016; Tanaka 2016; Metzger 2017) due to
radioactive decay of rapid neutron-capture process (r-process)
nuclei(Lattimer & Schramm 1974, 1976) synthesized in
dynamical and accretion-disk-wind ejecta during the merger;
and (ii) delayed radio emission from the interaction of the merger
ejecta with the ambient medium (Nakar & Piran 2011; Piran et al.
2013; Hotokezaka & Piran 2015; Hotokezaka et al. 2016). The
late-time infrared excess associated with GRB 130603B was
interpreted as the signature of r-process nucleosynthesis (Berger
et al. 2013b; Tanvir et al. 2013), and more candidates were
identified later (for a compilation see Jin et al. 2016).
Here, we report on the global effort958 that led to the first joint

detection of gravitational and electromagnetic radiation from a
single source. An ∼ 100 s long gravitational-wave signal
(GW170817) was followed by an sGRB (GRB 170817A) and
an optical transient (SSS17a/AT 2017gfo) found in the host
galaxy NGC 4993. The source was detected across the
electromagnetic spectrum—in the X-ray, ultraviolet, optical,
infrared, and radio bands—over hours, days, and weeks. These
observations support the hypothesis that GW170817 was
produced by the merger of two neutron stars in NGC4993,
followed by an sGRB and a kilonova powered by the radioactive
decay of r-process nuclei synthesized in the ejecta.

Figure 1. Localization of the gravitational-wave, gamma-ray, and optical signals. The left panel shows an orthographic projection of the 90% credible regions from
LIGO (190 deg2; light green), the initial LIGO-Virgo localization (31 deg2; dark green), IPN triangulation from the time delay between Fermi and INTEGRAL (light
blue), and Fermi-GBM (dark blue). The inset shows the location of the apparent host galaxy NGC 4993 in the Swope optical discovery image at 10.9 hr after the
merger (top right) and the DLT40 pre-discovery image from 20.5 days prior to merger (bottom right). The reticle marks the position of the transient in both images.

958 A follow-up program established during initial LIGO-Virgo observations
(Abadie et al. 2012) was greatly expanded in preparation for Advanced LIGO-
Virgo observations. Partners have followed up binary black hole detections,
starting with GW150914 (Abbott et al. 2016a), but have discovered no firm
electromagnetic counterparts to those events.
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❖ The optical counterpart 
identified the host galaxy as 
NGC 4993, a galaxy in the 
constellation of Hydra at 
sky location ra=13h09m48s, 
dec = -23°22’53”.

❖ Multi-messenger 
observations facilitate many 
different science 
investigations, e.g., speed of 
gravitational waves.

LVC+, Astrophys. J. Lett. 848 L12 (2017)



Measurements of H0  
using counterparts



Standard Sirens
❖ Basic idea: gravitational wave strain 

scales as

❖ Phase evolution determines intrinsic 
parameters (e.g., mass) to high 
accuracy. Amplitude then 
determines distance (Schutz 1986).

❖ If redshift can be obtained, we get a 
point on the DL-z relationship

❖ Problem is to obtain redshift. Three 
methods: counterpart, statistical or 
by assuming a mass function.

Plot from Betoule et al. (2004)

h+,⇥ ⇠ f+,⇥(cos ◆)
M
D ⇠ f+,⇥(cos ◆)

(1 + z)M

DL(z)
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❖ Redshift of NGC 4993,                                         , and GW distance of 
GW170817,                               , gives H0=vrec/d = 76.0 km s-1 Mpc-1.

❖ There are two potential complications:

❖ 1) NGC 4993 is sufficiently close that it has a significant peculiar 
velocity; 

❖ 2) selection effects in gravitational wave and electromagnetic 
measurements.

vrec = 3327± 72 km s�1

d = 43.8+2.9
�6.9 Mpc

Hubble constant measurement



❖ Can map peculiar velocity field using 
Fundamental Plane relation for galaxy 
properties. In this way Springlob et al. 
find                                          for NGC 
4993 using 6df redshift catalogue.

❖ Can also use Tully-Fisher relation. 
Using 2MASS redshift survey, Carrick et 
al. (2015) find

❖ We adopted the value

❖ so we effectively used 

Peculiar velocity correction

vp = 310± 150km s�1
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vp = 280± 150km s�1
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Credit: NOAO
czH = vH = 3017± 166km s�1
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we cannot target particular galaxies or redshifts for
GW sources. In practice, we wait for a GW event
to trigger the analysis and this introduces potential
selection effects which we must consider. We will
see below that the simple analysis described above
does give results that are consistent with a more
careful analysis for this first detection. However,
the simple analysis cannot be readily extended to
include second and subsequent detections, so we
now describe a more general framework that does
not suffer from these limitations.

We suppose that we have observed a GW event,
which generated data xGW in our detectors, and
that we have also measured a recessional velocity
for the host, vr, and the peculiar velocity field, hvpi,
in the vicinity of the host. These observations are
statistically independent and so the combined like-
lihood is

p(xGW, vr, hvpi | d, cos ◆, vp, H0) =

p(xGW | d, cos ◆) p(vr | d, vp, H0) p(hvpi | vp).
(4)

The quantity p(vr | d, vp, H0) is the likelihood of
the recessional velocity measurement, which we
model as

p (vr | d, vp, H0) = N
⇥
vp +H0d, �

2
vr

⇤
(vr) (5)

where N [µ, �2] (x) is the normal (Gaussian) prob-
ability density with mean µ and standard deviation
� evaluated at x. The measured recessional ve-
locity, vr = 3327 km s�1, with uncertainty �vr =
72 km s�1, is the mean velocity and standard error
for the members of the group hosting NGC 4993
taken from the two micron all sky survey (2MASS)
(Crook et al. 2007, 2008), corrected to the CMB
frame (Hinshaw et al. 2009). We take a similar
Gaussian likelihood for the measured peculiar ve-
locity, hvpi = 310 km s�1, with uncertainty �vp =
150 km s�1:

p (hvpi | vp) = N

h
vp, �

2
vp

i
(hvpi) . (6)

From the likelihood (4) we derive the posterior

p(H0, d, cos ◆, vp | xGW, vr, hvpi)

/ p(H0)

Ns(H0)
p(xGW | d, cos ◆) p(vr | d, vp, H0)

⇥ p(hvpi | vp) p(d) p(vp) p(cos ◆), (7)

where p(H0), p(d), p(vp) and p(cos ◆) are the pa-
rameter prior probabilities. Our standard analy-
sis assumes a volumetric prior, p (d) / d

2, on
the Hubble distance, but we explore sensitivity to
this choice below. We take a flat-in-log prior on
H0, p (H0) / 1/H0, impose a flat (i.e. isotropic)
prior on cos ◆, and a flat prior on vp for vp 2
[�1000, 1000] km s�1. These priors characterise
our beliefs about the cosmological population of
GW events and their hosts before we make any
additional measurements or account for selection
biases. The full statistical model is summarized
graphically in Extended Data Figure 1. This model
with these priors is our canonical analysis.

In Eq. (7), the term Ns(H0) encodes selection
effects (Loredo 2004; Mandel et al. 2016; Abbott
et al. 2016a). These arise because of the finite sen-
sitivity of our detectors. While all events in the
Universe generate a response in the detector, we
will only be able to identify, and hence use, sig-
nals that generate a response of sufficiently high
amplitude. The decision about whether to include
an event in the analysis is a property of the data
only, in this case {xGW, vr, hvpi}, but the fact
that we condition our analysis on a signal being
detected, i.e., the data exceeding these thresholds,
means that the likelihood must be renormalized to
become the likelihood for detected events. This is
the role of

Ns(H0) =

Z

detectable

d~� dd dvp dcos ◆ dxGW dvr dhvpi

⇥
h
p(xGW | d, cos ◆,~�) p(vr | d, vp, H0)

⇥ p(hvpi | vp) p(~�) p(d) p(vp) p(cos ◆)
i
, (8)

where the integral is over the full prior ranges of
the parameters, {d, vp, cos ◆,~�}, and over data sets
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❖ Selection effects are encoded in

❖ Integral is over all data sets, {xGW, vr, <vp>}, that would be analysed.

❖ At time of GW170817, GW selection effects dominated

❖ BNS horizon for LIGO-Virgo network: ~190Mpc;

❖ EM counterpart ~17mag in I band. Still easily detectable at 400Mpc (~22 mag).

❖ GW selection is on signal to noise. This depends directly on distance (no H0 
dependence). Weak redshift dependence only through differential redshifted mass 
sensitivity. 

❖ Selection effects will be important when LIGO horizon increases, for sources at 
cosmological distances and for statistical analyses using redshift catalogues.
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[�1000, 1000] km s�1. These priors characterise
our beliefs about the cosmological population of
GW events and their hosts before we make any
additional measurements or account for selection
biases. The full statistical model is summarized
graphically in Extended Data Figure 1. This model
with these priors is our canonical analysis.

In Eq. (7), the term Ns(H0) encodes selection
effects (Loredo 2004; Mandel et al. 2016; Abbott
et al. 2016a). These arise because of the finite sen-
sitivity of our detectors. While all events in the
Universe generate a response in the detector, we
will only be able to identify, and hence use, sig-
nals that generate a response of sufficiently high
amplitude. The decision about whether to include
an event in the analysis is a property of the data
only, in this case {xGW, vr, hvpi}, but the fact
that we condition our analysis on a signal being
detected, i.e., the data exceeding these thresholds,
means that the likelihood must be renormalized to
become the likelihood for detected events. This is
the role of

Ns(H0) =

Z

detectable

d~� dd dvp dcos ◆ dxGW dvr dhvpi

⇥
h
p(xGW | d, cos ◆,~�) p(vr | d, vp, H0)

⇥ p(hvpi | vp) p(~�) p(d) p(vp) p(cos ◆)
i
, (8)

where the integral is over the full prior ranges of
the parameters, {d, vp, cos ◆,~�}, and over data sets
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we cannot target particular galaxies or redshifts for
GW sources. In practice, we wait for a GW event
to trigger the analysis and this introduces potential
selection effects which we must consider. We will
see below that the simple analysis described above
does give results that are consistent with a more
careful analysis for this first detection. However,
the simple analysis cannot be readily extended to
include second and subsequent detections, so we
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not suffer from these limitations.
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p(xGW | d, cos ◆) p(vr | d, vp, H0) p(hvpi | vp).
(4)
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p (vr | d, vp, H0) = N
⇥
vp +H0d, �

2
vr

⇤
(vr) (5)

where N [µ, �2] (x) is the normal (Gaussian) prob-
ability density with mean µ and standard deviation
� evaluated at x. The measured recessional ve-
locity, vr = 3327 km s�1, with uncertainty �vr =
72 km s�1, is the mean velocity and standard error
for the members of the group hosting NGC 4993
taken from the two micron all sky survey (2MASS)
(Crook et al. 2007, 2008), corrected to the CMB
frame (Hinshaw et al. 2009). We take a similar
Gaussian likelihood for the measured peculiar ve-
locity, hvpi = 310 km s�1, with uncertainty �vp =
150 km s�1:

p (hvpi | vp) = N

h
vp, �

2
vp

i
(hvpi) . (6)

From the likelihood (4) we derive the posterior

p(H0, d, cos ◆, vp | xGW, vr, hvpi)

/ p(H0)

Ns(H0)
p(xGW | d, cos ◆) p(vr | d, vp, H0)

⇥ p(hvpi | vp) p(d) p(vp) p(cos ◆), (7)

where p(H0), p(d), p(vp) and p(cos ◆) are the pa-
rameter prior probabilities. Our standard analy-
sis assumes a volumetric prior, p (d) / d

2, on
the Hubble distance, but we explore sensitivity to
this choice below. We take a flat-in-log prior on
H0, p (H0) / 1/H0, impose a flat (i.e. isotropic)
prior on cos ◆, and a flat prior on vp for vp 2
[�1000, 1000] km s�1. These priors characterise
our beliefs about the cosmological population of
GW events and their hosts before we make any
additional measurements or account for selection
biases. The full statistical model is summarized
graphically in Extended Data Figure 1. This model
with these priors is our canonical analysis.

In Eq. (7), the term Ns(H0) encodes selection
effects (Loredo 2004; Mandel et al. 2016; Abbott
et al. 2016a). These arise because of the finite sen-
sitivity of our detectors. While all events in the
Universe generate a response in the detector, we
will only be able to identify, and hence use, sig-
nals that generate a response of sufficiently high
amplitude. The decision about whether to include
an event in the analysis is a property of the data
only, in this case {xGW, vr, hvpi}, but the fact
that we condition our analysis on a signal being
detected, i.e., the data exceeding these thresholds,
means that the likelihood must be renormalized to
become the likelihood for detected events. This is
the role of

Ns(H0) =

Z

detectable

d~� dd dvp dcos ◆ dxGW dvr dhvpi

⇥
h
p(xGW | d, cos ◆,~�) p(vr | d, vp, H0)

⇥ p(hvpi | vp) p(~�) p(d) p(vp) p(cos ◆)
i
, (8)

where the integral is over the full prior ranges of
the parameters, {d, vp, cos ◆,~�}, and over data sets



Hubble constant measurement
❖ Final result is H0 = 70.0+12.0

�8.0 km s�1 Mpc�1
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H0-inclination degeneracy
❖ Uncertainty in measurement largely driven by degeneracy between distance 

and inclination of the source. 
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this is a key point in order to associate any counterpart
with a GW event.

A third generation (3G) of ground-based detectors is
being planned. The European 3G proposal is the Ein-
stein telescope (ET) [29], an underground, three 10km-
arms detector. Its current design aims at improving by
a factor of 10 present sensitivity. The US 3G proposal,
Cosmic Explorer (CE) [30], is more ambitious with two
40km arms further improving the sensitivity of ET. In
any case, 3G detectors imply a substantial change in GW
astronomy. While 2G detectors will only be able to reach
up to z ⇠ 0.05 for BNS and z ⇠ 0.5 for BBHs, 3G de-
tectors might reach z ⇠ 2 for BNS and z ⇠ 15 for BBHs.
In terms of multi-messenger events, this corresponds to
thousands or tens of thousands standard sirens.

The sky localization of events in 3G will vary depend-
ing on the available network of detectors [31]. In this
sense, there are already plans to upgrade advanced LIGO
detectors. This envisioned upgrade is known as LIGO
Voyager [256]. Voyager could reach sensitivities between
2G and 3G. The localization will thus vary depending on
the redshift of the source since the sensitivity of the net-
work will not be homogeneous. A network of three Voy-
ager detectors plus ET would localize 20% of the events
within 10 deg2, while a setup with three ET detectors
would localize 60% of the events within 10 deg2 [31].

Moreover, space-based GW detectors have been also
projected. The European space agency has approved
LISA [257]. Being in space and with million kilometer
arms, the frequency band and targets of LISA are very
di↵erent from ground-based detectors (see Fig. 7). Ex-
pected sources include supermassive BHs, extreme mass
ratio inspirals (EMRI) and some already identified white
dwarf binaries (known as verification binaries). It is pre-
sumed that these sources could be observed with coun-
terparts, enlarging the reach of multi-messenger GW as-
tronomy. For reference, we have included in Fig. 7 the ex-
pected background of massive BBH (MBH ⇠ 104�7

M�)
and unresolved galactic white-dwarf binaries [249] (see
more details about the di↵erent sources in Fig. 1 of [257]).

Finally, there are other proposals to detect GWs at
even lower frequencies, in the band of 1-100 nHz. Sources
in this regime could be binary SMBH in early inspiral or
stochastic, cosmological backgrounds. These GWs could
be observed using a network of millisecond pulsars, in
which the pulsation is extremely well-known, for instance
with PPTA [258]. Other proposals are to use astrometry
with GAIA, which is capable of tracking the motion of a
billion stars [259], or to use radio galaxy surveys [260].

IV. STANDARD SIRENS

GWs coming from distant sources can feel the cosmic
expansion in the same way as EM radiation does. In fact,
we have seen in Sec. III B that the amplitude of the GWs
is inversely proportional to the GW luminosity distance
d
gw

L
. In GR the GW luminosity distance is equal to EM

FIG. 8: The Hubble tension (adapted from [261, 262],
including the first standard sirens measurement following
GW170817 [27], Planck 2018 [1] and Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) with GAIA DR2 [263]). Blue stars correspond to mea-
surements of H0 in the local universe with calibration based
on Cepheids. Red dots refer to derived values of H0 from
the CMB assuming ⇤CDM. Green crosses are direct mea-
surements of H0 with standard sirens. Forecasts are: CMB
Stage IV [264], standard sirens [265] and distance ladder with
full GAIA and HST [266, 267].

luminosity distance, with the standard formula given by
(52). However, this is not a universal relation in theories
beyond GR as we will discuss in Sec. VI. For the moment,
we will restrict to Einstein’s theory only.

In order to measure distances in cosmology one needs
both a time scale and a proper ruler. The inverse depen-
dence of the strain with d

gw

L
makes GWs natural cosmic

rulers. Introducing the full cosmological dependence8,
the GW luminosity distance is given by

d
gw

L
=

(1 + z)p
|⌦K |

sinn

"
c

Z
z

0

p
|⌦K |

H(z0)
dz

0

#
, (59)

where sinn(x) = sin(x), x , sinh(x) for a positive, zero
and negative spatial curvature respectively. Assuming a
⇤CDM cosmology, the Hubble parameter is a function
of the matter content ⌦m, the curvature ⌦K and the
amount of DE ⌦⇤ (radiation at present time is negligible)

H(z) = H0

p
⌦m(1 + z)3 + ⌦K(1 + z)2 + ⌦⇤ . (60)

On the contrary, GWs alone do not provide information
about the source redshift. This is because gravity can-
not distinguish a massive source at large distances with
a light source at short distances. Nevertheless, when
GWs events are complemented with other signals that
allow a redshift identification, these events become stan-
dard sirens [268]. Standard sirens are complementary to

8 In (52) we had assumed a flat universe.
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Prospects for future measurements: 
counterpart case



❖ If we optimally combine a set of observations of the form                 to 
estimate the common mean, then after n observations the uncertainty in 
the mean is             where

❖ Hence we can approximate      by  1 / 

❖ Measurement precision scales with SNR as                 and SNR scales 
with distance as                . Hence, for a uniform in comoving volume 
population we have an SNR distribution

❖ For GW170817 the SNR was 32.4 and uncertainty ~7km s-1 Mpc-1. 
Threshold SNR is approximately 12. Hence we can estimate

Future H0 measurements: counterparts
N(µ,�2

i )

⌃/
p
n

1

⌃2
=

1

n

nX

i=1

1

�2
i

�i / 1/⇢
⇢ / 1/d

p(d) / d2 ) p(⇢) = 3⇢3th/⇢
4

E(1/�2
i )⌃2

⌃ ⇡ �GW170817⇢GW170817p
3⇢th

⇡ 10.9
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❖ To distinguish Planck and SHoES need precision better than (73.24 - 67.74)/
4 -> 2% measurement of H0. This require n > 60 events.

❖ For a 1% H0 measurement, need n > 240 events.

Future H0 measurements: counterparts
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Table 3 Summary of a plausible observing schedule, expected sensitivities, and source localization with
the Advanced LIGO, Advanced Virgo and KAGRA detectors, which will be strongly dependent on the
detectors’ commissioning progress. Ranges reflect the uncertainty in the detector noise spectra shown
in Figure 1. The burst ranges assume standard-candle emission of 10�2

M�c
2 in gravitational waves at

150 Hz and scale as E
1/2
GW, so it is greater for more energetic sources (such as binary black holes). The BNS

localization is characterized by the size of the 90% credible region (CR) and the searched area. These are
calculated by running the BAYESTAR rapid sky-localization code (Singer and Price 2016) on a Monte
Carlo sample of simulated signals, assuming senisivity curves in the middle of the plausible ranges (the
geometric means of the upper and lower bounds). The variation in the localization reflects both the variation
in duty cycle between 70% and 75% as well as Monte Carlo statistical uncertainty. The estimated number of
BNS detections uses the actual ranges for 2015 – 2016 and 2017 – 2018, and the expected range otherwise;
future runs assume a 70 – 75% duty cycle for each instrument. The BNS detection numbers also account for
the uncertainty in the BNS source rate density (Abbott et al 2017a). Estimated BNS detection numbers and
localization estimates are computed assuming a signal-to-noise ratio greater than ⇠ 12. Burst localizations
are expected to be broadly similar to those derived from timing triangulation, but vary depending on the
signal bandwidth; the median burst searched area (with a false alarm rate of ⇠ 1 yr�1) may be a factor of
⇠ 2 – 3 larger than the values quoted for BNS signals (Essick et al 2015). No burst detection numbers are
given, since the source rates are currently unknown. Localization numbers for 2016 – 2017 include Virgo,
and do not take into account that Virgo only joined the observations for the latter part the run. The 2024+
scenario includes LIGO-India at design sensitivity.

Epoch 2015 – 2016 2016 – 2017 2018 – 2019 2020+ 2024+
Planned run duration 4 months 9 months 12 months (per year) (per year)

Expected burst range/Mpc
LIGO 40 – 60 60 – 75 75 – 90 105 105
Virgo — 20 – 40 40 – 50 40 – 70 80

KAGRA — — — — 100

Expected BNS range/Mpc
LIGO 40 – 80 80 – 120 120 – 170 190 190
Virgo — 20 – 65 65 – 85 65 – 115 125

KAGRA — — — — 140

Achieved BNS range/Mpc
LIGO 60 – 80 60 – 100 — — —
Virgo — 25 – 30 — — —

KAGRA — — — — —
Estimated BNS detections 0.05 – 1 0.2 – 4.5 1 – 50 4 – 80 11 – 180

Actual BNS detections 0 1 — — —

90% CR % within 5 deg2 < 1 1 – 5 1 – 4 3 – 7 23 – 30
20 deg2 < 1 7 – 14 12 – 21 14 – 22 65 – 73

median/deg2 460 – 530 230 – 320 120 – 180 110 – 180 9 – 12

Searched area % within 5 deg2 4 – 6 15 – 21 20 – 26 23 – 29 62 – 67
20 deg2 14 – 17 33 – 41 42 – 50 44 – 52 87 – 90

with the two LIGO detectors. Virgo joined the network in August 2017, dramatically
improving sky localization. With a four- or five-site detector network at design sensi-
tivity, we may expect a significant fraction of GW signals to be localized to within a
few square degrees by GW observations alone.

The first BBH detection was made promptly after the start of observations in
September 2015; they are the most commonly detected GW source, but are not
a promising target for multi-messenger observations. GW detections will become
more common as the sensitivity of the network improves. The first BNS coalescence
was detected in August 2017. This was accompanied by observations across the
electromagnetic spectrum (Abbott et al 2017k). Multi-messenger observations of

LVC, Liv. Rev. Rel. 19 1 (2016)



❖ These scalings are completely consistent with more careful simulations for 
a three detector network. Addition of KAGRA and LIGO India improves 
precision per event by ~15%.

Future H0 measurements: counterparts

Figure 1: Projected number of binary neutron-star detections and corresponding fractional

error for the standard siren H0 measurement Top panel: The expected total number of BNS

detections for future observing runs, using the median merger rate (solid green curve), and upper/

lower rate bounds (shaded band). Bottom panel: The corresponding H0 measurement error, de-

fined as half of the width of the 68% symmetric credible interval divided by the posterior median.

The band corresponds to the uncertainty in the merger rate shown in the top panel. These mea-

surements assume an optical counterpart, and associated redshift, for all BNS systems detected in

gravitational-waves.

4
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Statistical measurements of H0 



❖ General form of likelihood is

❖ If do not have EM data, prior on pz(zt) important. Inference requires 
combining multiple observations, using

❖ Can construct pz(zt) from a galaxy catalogue, but need to handle 
incompleteness of catalogue.

pz(z) = pcat

X

i

�(z � zi) +
1

Vc(zmax)
(1� f(z|H0))

dVc

dz

12

Galaxy catalogues will be incomplete. Usually there is a magnitude limit and there-

fore the selection function takes the form

f(z|H0) =

Z 1

Mth(z,H0,mth)

p(M |I)dM.

Here M denotes the absolute magnitude of a galaxy and p(M |I) denotes the galaxy

absolute magnitude distribution. We use I to denote information used to construct

the magnitude distribution. In principle this could depend on cosmological parame-

ters but we will assume it doesn’t in the following. We use mth to denote the apparent

magnitude threshold and assume the galaxy is 100% complete for magnitudes above

that threshold and 0% complete for magnitudes below that threshold. It is simple

to generalise this to a soft cut-o↵, by including a term in the integrand that spec-

ifies the probability of detection of a source at a given apparent magnitude. The

function Mth(z,H0,mth) converts the apparent magnitude threshold into an absolute

magnitude threshold. This conversion depends on the cosmological parameters, since

M = m� 2 ln dL(z,H0).

If we denote by n(z)dz the number of galaxies in the redshift range z to z + dz,

by ncat(z)dz the number of galaxies in the catalogue in the same redshift range and

assume that galaxies not in the catalogue are uniform in comoving volume then

n(z) = ncat(z) + (1� f(z))k
dVc

dz

where Vc denotes comoving volume and k is proportional to the overall number den-

sity of galaxies. If we now approximate the catalogue number density by a uniform

distribution we have ncat(z) = kf(z)dVc
dz and

k =
NcatR

zmax

0 f(z)dVc/dz dz
.

We now represent the catalogue by a set of delta-functions at the redshifts of the

galaxies in the catalogue (but the generalisation to a smeared out redshift distribution

is straightforward). Hence

ncat(z) =
X

i

�(z � zi).

The total number of galaxies at z < zmax is

Ntot = Ncat +
NcatR

zmax

0 f(z)dVc/dz dz

Z
zmax

0

(1� f(z))
dVc

dz
dz.

Finally we construct pz(z) by dividing the number density by the total number of

galaxies

pz(z)=

1
Ncat

P
i
�(z � zi) +

(1�f(z)dVc/dzR zmax
0 f(z)dVc/dz dz

1 +
R zmax
0 (1�f(z))dVc/dz dzR zmax

0 f(z)dVc/dz dz

p(H0|
�
dGW

, det
 
) / ph(H0)

(Ns(H0))Nobs

NobsY

i=1

Z
pz(zt)p(~�)pGW (dGW

i |czt/H0, zt,
~�)d~�dzt

�
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Future H0 measurements: statistical



❖ Need small uncertainties for maximum power - post-Virgo events.

Future H0 measurements: statistical



❖ Carried out proof of principle of this measurement using GW170817. 
More informative than average since very close, but statistical 
measurement weaker than counterpart measurement.

First statistical measurements: GW170817
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Figure 3. Probability distribution of the redshifts of po-
tential hosts to GW170817 weighted by the GW sky map
probability, p(z) =

R
p(xGW | ⌦)p0(z,⌦)d⌦, compared to a

uniform in comoving volume distribution of galaxies, pvol(z).
For the orange histogram, we include all galaxies in the
catalog brighter than 0.626L?

B . For galaxies brighter than
0.626L?

B , the catalog is complete over the redshift range.
However, when we lower the luminosity cuto↵ to 0.25L?

B

(yellow histogram) or 0.005L?
K (green and blue), we must

account for catalog incompleteness at higher redshifts by
considering the redshift and luminosity distributions of the
missing galaxies (see §2). The yellow (green) histogram ad-
ditionally weights each galaxy by its B-band (K-band) lu-
minosity. If the ratio p(z)/ pvol (z) were completely flat, we
would expect an uninformativeH0 measurement in which our
posterior recovers our prior. However, in all instances there
is a dominant peak at z ⇠ 0.01, suggesting that the resulting
H0 measurement will be informative. Adding in luminos-
ity weights, especially in the K-band, makes the peak more
dominant.

K-band Schechter function parameters, GLADE is com-
plete up to z ⇠ 0.045 for galaxies with LK > 0.36L

?
K ,

which contain 70% of the total K-band luminosity, and
up to z ⇠ 0.03 for galaxies with LK > 0.1L

?
K , which con-

tain 90% of the total luminosity. For galaxies brighter
than LK = 0.005L

?
K , which make up more than 99% of

the total K-band luminosity, GLADE is ⇠ 70% complete
at z = 0.01.

4. SOURCE LOCALIZATION AND DISTANCE

From the GW data alone, GW170817 is the best-
localized GW event to date. The original analysis by
the LIGO-Virgo collaboration (Abbott et al. 2017c) re-
ported a 90% localization area of 28 deg2 and a 90%
localization volume of 380 Mpc3 (assuming Planck cos-
mology; Ade et al. 2016), while the most recent analy-
sis (Abbott et al. 2018a) improves the 90% localization
area to 16 deg2 and the 90% volume to 215 Mpc3. We
use this updated 3-dimensional sky map (Singer et al.

2016a,b) from Abbott et al. (2018a) throughout.2 Fig-
ure 2 shows the 2-dimensional sky map together with
the galaxies in the GLADE catalog within the localiza-
tion region. Figure 3 shows that, although there are a
total of 408 galaxies within the 99% localization area
(see Figure 2), most of the galaxies with high sky-map
probability come in a few distinct groups: a dominant
group at z ⇠ 0.01 regardless of the assumed luminosity
threshold, followed by a secondary group at z ⇠ 0.006
containing only moderately faint galaxies. Therefore,
there are only a few distinct redshifts that can possibly
correspond to the measured distance of GW170817, and
we expect that combining the galaxy catalog with the
GW localization will yield an informative measurement
of the Hubble constant.

The 3-dimensional sky map also provides an approx-
imation to the luminosity distance posterior along each
line-of-sight. As usual, the distance to GW170817 is de-
termined directly from the gravitational waves, and is
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Figure 4. Posterior probability of H0 under various as-
sumptions regarding the potential host galaxy. We adopt a
flat H0 prior in the range H0 2 [10, 220] km/s/Mpc. For the
dashed orange curve, we assume that only galaxies brighter
than 0.626L?

B can host BNS events, meaning that the galaxy
catalog is complete over the relevant redshift range. The
solid green curve lowers the luminosity cuto↵ to 0.25L?

B , and
accounts for the mild incompleteness of the catalog above
redshifts z ⇠ 0.03. The dotted blue curves incorporate all
galaxies brighter than 0.01L?, accounting for the incomplete-
ness of faint galaxies at redshifts z & 0.01. The dot-dashed
pink curve shows the H0 measurement assuming the host
galaxy is known to be NGC 4993.

2
With the data release accompanying Abbott et al. (2018a),

the LIGO-Virgo collaboration has made the 3-dimensional data

behind this sky map publicly available at the following url: https:

//dcc.ligo.org/DocDB/0150/P1800061/009/figure 3.tar.gz
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❖ Also applied to GW170814 by DES collaboration + LVC. First 
measurement using a dark siren.

First statistical measurements: GW170814
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Figure 3. Hubble constant posterior distribution obtained by marginalizing over ⇠ 77,000 possible host galaxies (red line), showing the
maximum value (solid vertical line). The maximum a posteriori and its 68% confidence level is H0 = 75.2+39.5

-32.4 km s-1 Mpc-1 for a flat prior in
the range [20,140] km s-1 Mpc-1. The shaded region represents the change in the posterior when different fractions of the localization volume
are considered (from 90 to 99.7% of the LIGO/Virgo luminosity distance posterior). The PDF computed from the larger volume has been
renormalized to have the same value of the 90% localization volume H0 posterior at the maximum, to highlight differences below and beyond
the main peak. The posterior obtained by Abbott et al. (2017a) for the bright standard siren event GW170817, associated to one galaxy, is shown
in grey. The prior used in that work was flat–in–log over a narrower range ([50,140] km s-1 Mpc-1), and the posterior has been rescaled by a
factor 0.2 for visualization purposes. The 68% CL of both PDFs is shown by the dashed lines. Constraints from Planck (Planck Collaboration
et al. 2018) and SHoES (Riess et al. 2016, 2018) at 1� are shown in purple boxes.

Prior H0 +�H0 -�H0 �H0/H0 �H0/H0 prior
[20,140] 75.2 39.5 32.4 47.8% 54.3%

Table 1. Hubble constant estimate from this work. All H0 val-
ues and errors are in km s-1 Mpc-1. The uncertainty from the flat
prior only is derived by assuming the same H0 maximum found in
the analysis. Quoted uncertainties represent 68% confidence level
around the maximum of the posterior, and they are statistical only.
The last column quantity (�H0/H0 prior) corresponds to 68% times
the prior width divided by H0.

GLADE becomes significantly incomplete at the distance to
GW170814. As GW detectors improve in sensitivity, the ma-
jority of dark standard sirens will be detected at even greater
distances and with larger localization volumes, well beyond
the reach of spectroscopic galaxy catalogs. This highlights
the need for reliable and complete photometric galaxy cat-
alogs. Surveys such as DES and LSST are therefore likely
to play an important role in future constraints from BBH
standard sirens.

The assumption throughout this work is that even if the
event occurred in at a galaxy below our luminosity thresh-
old, large scale structure predicts that fainter galaxies follow
the clustering pattern of the more luminous galaxies in our

sample. We have verified in our simulations that a threshold
up to 1 magnitude brighter than the limit used here to place
events has a negligible impact over a sample of 100 events,
provided that the catalog is volume–limited for the range of
redshifts relevant to the measurement.

Since galaxies are biased tracers of the Universe’s dark
matter, some theories predict that the origin of the black
holes involved in these GW events is primordial, constitut-
ing part or all of the dark matter (Bird et al. 2016; García-
Bellido 2017; Clesse & García-Bellido 2018). In that case,
GW events follow exactly the underlying dark matter distri-
bution (presenting an unbiased tracer). Because of the stellar
mass to dark matter halo connection (see Wechsler & Tinker
2018 and references therein) it is reasonable to weight galax-
ies by their stellar mass in Eq. (2) as wi / M?. The impact of
this scaling with stellar mass or star–formation rate has been
explored in Fishbach et al. (2018). We find that the stellar
mass weighting has a negligible effect on the posterior. This
is due to the large volume analyzed (over which the stellar
masses tend to be averaged out) and to the precision level of
this measurement. In other theories, these black hole bina-
ries are produced in very low metallicity galaxies (e.g. Cao
et al. 2018; Mapelli et al. 2018), biased relative to the dark

Soares-Santos et al. (2019)



❖ After combining 250 events, uncertainty is ~3km s-1 Mpc-1. This would 
be achieved with ~15 counterpart events.

Future H0 measurements: statistical
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Systematic effects in Gravitational 
Wave Measurements of  H0



General statistical framework
❖ Considering all EM and GW observations together, general 

framework can be written

p({dGW,det}, {dEM,obs}, {dEM,nobs}, {z}nobs, {z}obs, {~⌦}, Ngal, {~↵}, {~�}|~✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="cWrdw77052G/DFlGTXxcV+SnurQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cWrdw77052G/DFlGTXxcV+SnurQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cWrdw77052G/DFlGTXxcV+SnurQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cWrdw77052G/DFlGTXxcV+SnurQ=">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</latexit>

⇥

2

4
NobsY

l=1

p(dEM,obs
l |zl, ~⌦l,~�l)

NgalY

m=Nobs+1

p(dEM,nobs
m |zm, ~⌦m,~�m)

3

5

<latexit sha1_base64="j4JBOrE07AwWgNYiF0kg3soWaIo=">AAACxHicdVFbaxQxFM6Ml9b1ttZHX4KLULEsMyLYl5ZKUXxRK7htYTMOmcyZ2dDcTDKF7Tj+SN/EP2P2ou62eiDwnfPlnO9cCiO480nyI4qvXb9xc2PzVu/2nbv37vcfbB073VgGI6aFtqcFdSC4gpHnXsCpsUBlIeCkODuc8SfnYB3X6pOfGsgkrRWvOKM+hPL+T+K5BIeJgMqPMTFWl3kr9tLuc/s+b4mVWBeu67DZJpL6SVG1ZaBev9v5y+UCf8UXudjB5BwY+SChpn88EXopg/v0d225t1L32YpOTcV/ddRCSM6F5JqQXBeSQcjyeuIznPcHyTCZG74K0iUYoKUd5f3vpNSskaA8E9S5cZoYn7XUes4EdD3SODCUndEaxgEqGjaXtfMjdPhJiJS40jY85fE8uprRUuncVBbh52xAd5mbBf/FjRtf7WYtV6bxoNhCqGoE9hrPLopLboF5MQ2AMstDr5hNqKXMh7v3whLSyyNfBcfPh2kyTD++GBzsL9exiR6hx2gbpeglOkBv0REaIRa9iurIRF/iN7GIXdwsvsbRMuchWrP42y+cPdzr</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j4JBOrE07AwWgNYiF0kg3soWaIo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j4JBOrE07AwWgNYiF0kg3soWaIo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j4JBOrE07AwWgNYiF0kg3soWaIo=">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</latexit>

⇥

2

4
NgalY

n=1

p(zn, ~⌦n)p(~�n|zn, ~⌦n)

3

5 p(Ngal)

<latexit sha1_base64="mcMjCYHljVdkc++86AqbmxZBpVI=">AAACYHicbVFNT9wwEHUCLcsWytLeysXqqhJI1SqpKsGFCqmXnlqQWEBap5HjTLIWthPZE6ptmj/JjQMXfkm9yx74GsnS85s3M57nrFbSYRTdBOHK6qvXa731/puNzbdbg+13Z65qrICxqFRlLzLuQEkDY5So4KK2wHWm4Dy7/D7Pn1+BdbIypzirIdG8NLKQgqOn0sEfhlKDYwoKnFBW2ypPW3MYd7/bn2nLrKYlV11H692/qflM2RUI9ktDyVOz58nFXflxuSfoP/qCiFlZTjHx4gcN99LBMBpFi6DPQbwEQ7KM43RwzfJKNBoMCsWdm8RRjUnLLUqhoOuzxkHNxSUvYeKh4X6rpF0Y1NFPnslpUVl/DNIF+7Ci5dq5mc68UnOcuqe5OflSbtJgcZC00tQNghH3g4pGUazo3G2aSwsC1cwDLqz0b6Viyi0X6P+k702In678HJx9GcXRKD75Ojz6trSjR3bIR7JLYrJPjsgPckzGRJDbYCXYCDaDu7AXboXb99IwWNa8J48i/PAfRUG1Tg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mcMjCYHljVdkc++86AqbmxZBpVI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mcMjCYHljVdkc++86AqbmxZBpVI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mcMjCYHljVdkc++86AqbmxZBpVI=">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</latexit>
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1
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3

5
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Sources of systematic error: population model
❖ Population uncertainties 7
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Figure 5. A “BBH-only” measurement of H0: joint result (bold
red); and contribution from the ten individual detections (faded col-
ors). Further details in caption of Fig. 4.

Figure 6. A “statistical-only” measurement of H0: combined re-
sult from the ten BBHs and the BNS assuming no EM counter-
parts (blue), with the contribution from GW170817 in conjunction
with the GLADE catalog (orange), and the contribution from the ten
BBH detections (red). Further details in caption of Fig. 4.
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Sources of systematic error: completeness
❖ Catalogue incompleteness
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Sources of systematic error: clustering
❖ Galaxy redshift distribution



❖ Impact of completeness motivates dedicated follow-up to improve 
catalogues. Galaxy clustering ensure it is the effective completeness rather 
than absolute completeness that matters, but must be modelled correctly.

❖ Other potentially important factors:
- systematics in peculiar velocity corrections;

- GW calibration errors;

- modelling of GW and EM selection effects;

- waveform model errors;

- cosmological parameter uncertainties;

- ……

❖ Can mitigate these uncertainties in the analysis, but must be aware of 
them, and mitigation will reduce precision of cosmological 
measurements.

Other sources of systematic error



Summary
❖ Gravitational waves are beginning to be used as standard sirens to 

probe the expansion of the Universe
❖ First measurement of H0 made possible by GW170817, since host 

galaxy redshift determined. Measured H0=70+12-8 km s-1 Mpc-1. With 
~60-130 events, we will resolve current tension. After ~250-500 events 
we will obtain a 1% measurement.

❖ Can also use statistical technique that doesn’t require counterparts, or 
an assumed mass function. This method is less sensitive but can be 
applied to any GW event.

❖ GW measurements are not free from systematics, but these can be 
handled and are different to those from EM observations - they will 
provide a complementary probe with comparable sensitivity.

❖ This research programme brings together two topics to which 
Eddington made important early contributions!


